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Abstract—We present in this paper a comprehensive review
and comparison of recent downlink scheduling approaches for
video streaming traffic over the Orthogonal Frequency Divi-
sion Multiple Access (OFDMA) based Long-Term Evolution
(LTE) wireless technology. Focusing on content-aware downlink
scheduling approaches, we provide an extensive literature review,
a taxonomy for content-aware and content-unaware downlink
schedulers, and tables that summarize the key approaches and
common parameters among the schedulers. In addition, we
analyze and compare via simulation the performance of some
of the most relevant scheduling rules. Our main goal is to
compare and analyze different classes of scheduling strategies
in terms of network centric performance metrics as well as user
centric metrics. Quality of Service (QoS) evaluation involves the
evaluation of network performance parameters, e.g., packet loss
rate, average system throughput and end-to-end packet delay.
On the other hand, Quality of Experience (QoE) reflects the
user’s experience and satisfaction in terms of Mean Opinion
Score (MOS). According to simulation results, proxy based QoE
aware scheduling strategies perform best in terms of number of
satisfied users and should be used in an LTE downlink to offer
high quality video streaming services.
Index Terms—Downlink scheduling approaches, Content-
aware, QoS, QoE, Scheduling optimization, LTE, and OFDMA.
I. INTRODUCTION
The evolution of the 4th generation (4G) wireless technolo-
gies as well as the enhanced capabilities of the recent smart-
phones and tablets have fostered the growth of multimedia and
interactive bandwidth demanding services, such as live video
streaming, video-on-demand, interactive gaming, and 2D and
3D video streaming over wireless networks. The Cisco Visual
Networking Index (VNI) projects that video consumption will
amount to 78% of the global consumer traffic by 2021 [1].
This has increased the challenge on mobile operators towards
designing downlink packet scheduling and resource allocation
algorithms for multimedia traffic. Moreover, the delivery of
contents for a variety of personalized services over wireless
networks is a crucial task to handle. In recent years, much
effort has been put on proposing several downlink packet
scheduling and radio resource allocation approaches, with the
goal of maximizing the QoS and the QoE for the end-users.
Quality of Service (QoS) is a network centric performance
assessment approach which involves the evaluation of network
performance parameters, e.g., packet loss rate, average system
throughput, end-to-end packet delay, system efficiency, and
fairness [2]. QoS-aware scheduling approaches take into ac-
count the aforementioned network performance parameters in
order to utilize the resources of the wireless systems efficiently,
schedule packets reliably and produce robust network perfor-
mance parameters which will indicate a good QoS delivery to
the end-users.
On the other hand, Quality of experience (QoE) is a user
centric performance assessment approach which reflects the
user’s experience and satisfaction for the service used [3].
QoE evaluation can be performed via subjective tests with the
help of a panel of human observers, in order to obtain MOS
which reflects the quality perceived by the observers, and is
dependent on human visual system (HVS) [4]. Since subjective
tests are time demanding and costly, objective metrics have
been developed to estimate the user’s perceived quality. These
are mathematical based metrics for video quality assessment,
such as Mean Square Error (MSE) [5], Peak Signal to Noise
Ratio (PSNR) [5] and Structural Similarity (SSIM) [6]. A
study on subjective and objective video quality assessment
metrics is available for instance in [7–10] and a good and thor-
ough review is provided in [11]. Moreover, a comprehensive
survey of the evolution of video quality assessment methods,
analyzing their characteristics, advantages, and drawbacks are
introduced in [11]. In addition, an introduction to QoE-based
video applications is presented.
QoE aware scheduling approaches consider users’ satis-
faction, with the help of the aforementioned objective and
subjective based parameters, in order to utilize the resources
of the wireless systems efficiently, schedule packets reli-
ably and maximize the users’ perceived video quality. Some
examples of research works that considered and proposed
QoE assessment methods for video services using different
scheduling approaches in LTE networks are presented in [12–
15]. Moreover, an extensive literature review on issues related
to QoE and its recent applications in video transmission, with
consideration of the compelling features of QoE (i.e., context
and human factors) is presented in [16]. The issues related
to QoE include QoE modeling with influencing factors in
the end-to-end chain of video transmission, QoE assessment
(including subjective test and objective QoE monitoring) and
QoE management of video transmission over different types
of networks. The authors also highlight the significance of the
context and human factors in QoE-aware video transmission
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Content-awareness [17] is a key-feature to provide QoE.
Content-aware scheduling approaches [17] take into account
the content of the video streams requested by users. The
video stream comprises several frames wherein each frame
is fragmented into several packets for transmission. The im-
portance of each video packet can be determined/marked and
packets can be ordered according to their relative contribution
towards the overall perceived video quality (e.g., distortion,
PSNR, Video Quality Metric (VQM) and SSIM). Further, a
content-aware utility function can be defined and used for the
scheduling decision.
A review of content-aware resource allocation schemes for
video transmission over wireless networks is provided in [17],
although this does not include the most recent scheduling
approaches and wireless technologies; a general review on
downlink scheduling approaches for LTE wireless systems is
provided in [18], although this only mentions content-unaware
approaches; a survey on emerging concepts and challenges
for QoE management of multimedia services are discussed
in [19] where this study focuses mainly on QoE modeling
rather than packet scheduling approaches; the literature review
in [20] focuses on relevant radio interference and resource
management (RIRM) schemes that have been proposed in the
last few years toward 5G radio access networks, although the
addressed issues in this review only include discussion about
interference, spectrum-efficient, and energy-efficient manage-
ment schemes and not specifically about content-aware based
management.
In this paper, a comprehensive literature review of downlink
content-aware scheduling and radio resource allocation strate-
gies over wireless networks has been conducted, discussing the
state-of-the-art solutions and approaches in this scope. In order
to provide a better understanding of the conducted work, we
propose a taxonomy classifying the scheduling algorithms into
two main classes, namely content-aware and content-unaware
scheduling approaches, each containing further classes of
approaches. In addition, scheduling approaches, techniques
and common parameters among the important schedulers are
listed in tables based on the reviewed literature. Results and
comparisons among the classified state-of-the-art strategies are
also reported. The work presented in this paper is novel as
it addresses the topic of downlink packet scheduling com-
prehensively, which is lacking in the literature. Few studies
have contemplated on downlink scheduling approaches for
LTE wireless networks. However, these studies do not include
the most recent scheduling approaches and are mostly content
blind (i.e. content-unaware).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: An overview
of LTE wireless systems and downlink packet scheduling is
presented in Section II. Section III compares and contrasts
the reviewed approaches of content-aware schedulers, where
we provide tables and figures to differentiate between the
reviewed categories and to show their different approaches.
Section IV discusses the standardization efforts by the Third
Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) for QoE-aware video
delivery. Section V reports and compares the performance of
the different strategies via results analysis. Finally, Section VI
concludes the paper.
II. LTE WIRELESS SYSTEMS AND DOWNLINK PACKET
SCHEDULING OVERVIEW
This section presents a brief overview of LTE wireless
networks, the main concepts of different downlink packet
scheduling algorithms, and the proposed taxonomy.
A. The LTE wireless system
LTE has been introduced by the 3GPP as the next technol-
ogy after the 3.5G (HSPA+) cellular networks. Evolved NodeB
(eNodeB) is the central authority in the Radio Access Network
(RAN) where Radio Resource Management (RRM) and packet
scheduling process is performed. LTE uses OFDMA in the
downlink transmission mode and Single Carrier Frequency
Division Multiple Access (SC-FDMA) in the uplink trans-
mission mode. OFDMA extends the multi-carrier technology
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) to pro-
vide a better and more flexible multiple access scheme. In
other words, OFDMA splits the frequency band into mul-
tiple orthogonal sub-carriers. This helps in improving the
system capability to support high data-rates, provide multi-
user diversity, and reduce the Inter-Symbol-Interference (ISI)
[21–23]. The basic resource unit in LTE is called Physical
Resource Block (PRB), equal to 180 KHz bandwidth in the
frequency domain and 0.5ms duration in the time domain.
Furthermore, the allocated PRBs in OFDMA are flexible in
position when assigning them to different users wherein each
PRB is modulated by different data symbols depending on
their channel quality. For example, if 64 Quadrature Amplitude
Modulation (QAM) is employed, each sub-carrier may carry
6 bits of data represented by one of the 64 possible symbols
of the 64 QAM in ideal channel conditions. In this case, the
12 sub-carriers will carry data length up to (12× 6 = 72) bits
for a duration of LTE Symbol (71.4 µsec). The LTE standard
comprises a scalable range of channel bandwidth sizes, as each
bandwidth size is composed of different number of PRBs.
The efficient use and proper selection of these bandwidths
will improve the system efficiency and avoid wasting radio
resources as studied in [24].
Channel Quality Indicator (CQI) feedback represents the
users’ instantaneous channel quality at each PRB which can
be reported to the eNodeB by the users using uplink control
messages over the Physical Uplink Shared Channel (PUSCH).
The feedback mechanism functions in a way that each User
Equipment (UE) sends a single CQI about every PRB in
the corresponding channel bandwidth to the eNodeB. The
Signal to Interference Noise Ratio (SINR) and CQI values are
mapped in accordance with the mapping tables presented in
[25]. As a result, the selected Modulation and Coding Scheme
(MCS) guarantees a robust communication and good service
delivery. Moreover, this decision ensures that the estimated
Block Error Rate (BLER) remains under the target BLER of
10% [25], [26].
3B. Downlink scheduling overview
OFDMA is employed in LTE as access strategy in downlink
transmission, hence the existence of dynamic management
of radio resource allocation is very important. Scheduling
and resource allocation are responsible for controlling and
assigning the PRBs among flows at the Medium Access
Control (MAC) layer of the eNodeB. Due to the importance
of the scheduling and resource allocation process in today’s
communications, various packet scheduling algorithms have
been developed to support Real Time (RT) and non-Real Time
(NRT) services, comprising the most commonly used ones,
namely: Proportional Fair (PF), Modified Largest Weighted
Delay First (M-LWDF) and Exponential Proportional Fair
(EXP-PF) schedulers [27]. With regard to the previously
mentioned schedulers, each flow is assigned a priority value
depending on specific measurements. Therefore, the radio
bearer which carries the flow with the highest priority value
will be scheduled first at the corresponding Transmission Time
Interval (TTI).
When transmitting multimedia signals to multiple users over
wireless systems (refer to the example scenario in Figure 2)
a scheduling strategy should address the trade-off between
resource utilization and fairness among users. On the one
hand, the interest of network operators is to maximize the
exploitation of the resources, e.g., assigning more resources
to the user(s) experiencing better channel conditions. On the
other hand, this strategy can result in unsatisfied users, since
users experiencing worse channel conditions would not be
served and would not meet their QoS and QoE requirements.
We will show in the subsequent sections how this trade off is
addressed by different scheduling strategies.
C. Taxonomy
In this work we cluster the scheduling strategies into two
major classes, namely: content-aware and content-unaware
strategies. The former is divided into three subclasses and the
latter is divided into two broad subclasses, i.e., QoS-aware
and QoS-unaware strategies, as shown in Figure 1. Scheduling
algorithms that consider the content of the video streams
and achieve video optimization using different solutions are
categorized under the content-aware strategies. In contrast,
scheduling algorithms that consider QoS aspects (e.g., target
delay, target throughput and packet error rate) are categorized
under the content-unaware strategies. Further details on each
of the proposed subclasses are elaborated as follows.
1) First class: content-aware strategies: The radio resource
management and packet scheduling solutions for content-
aware strategies broadly fall into three subclasses (as shown
in Figure 1):
i) Quality driven scheduling approach consists of schedul-
ing strategies specifically designed for video streaming
traffic. In this approach, the information on the content
of different video traffic flows is provided through cross-
layer signaling to the RAN. This type of schedulers
consider in the scheduling decision different objective
functions (e.g., MSE, PSNR, and SSIM) based on the
video quality. The main goal of this scheduler is to
maximize the video quality of the streaming users under
channel and bandwidth constraints, as proposed in [15],
[17], [28–70].
ii) Proxy driven radio resource allocation approach utilizes
a simple packet scheduler at the RAN and reduces the
congestion by performing video optimization at the cross-
layer module either at the video server or at the core
network. In this approach, video optimization through
cross-layer rate adaptation module at the core network
avoids overloading the scheduler at the RAN, as proposed
in [71–89].
iii) Client driven approach is a video client driven approach,
utilizing for instance Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over
HTTP (DASH), as proposed in [90–97].
We also, in [98], analyze and compare some of the well
known scheduling rules for video streaming traffic. The work
involves evaluation analysis in terms of network centric per-
formance metrics as well as user centric metrics, in order to
differentiate among the different types of scheduling classes.
The evaluation metric of the video quality considers the
computation of objective and subjective video quality metrics,
whereas the network centric evaluation considers network per-
formance parameters (such as packet loss, system throughput,
etc.). The results show that the proxy based video quality
aware scheduling strategy performs best in terms of number of
satisfied users in LTE networks, and offers high quality video
streaming services.
2) Second class: content-unaware strategies: The radio
resource management and packet scheduling solutions for
content-unaware strategies broadly fall into two subclasses:
QoS-aware and QoS-unaware strategies. QoS-aware strategy
is represented in the scenario in Figure 2. According to the
figure, multi-traffic classes (e.g., Video, VoIP, Best effort)
are transmitted from their respective servers to the Evolved
Packet Core (EPC). The EPC establishes a connection with
an eNodeB via the S1 interface. The MAC layer in the
LTE protocol stack is responsible for managing packets and
controlling the assignment of the physical resources among
flows (i.e., RT and NRT). Examples of the RT and NRT
classes are video conferencing, video gaming, and Voice over
IP (VoIP) services for the RT class and best-effort services
(such as web browsing, FTP, email, etc.) for the NRT class.
QoS-aware strategies take into account two important blocks
of information, including QoS Class Identifier (QCI) require-
ments and buffer related information as shown in Figure 2.
The QCI is a mechanism in 3GPP LTE systems which ensures
that traffic flows are allocated appropriate QoS in terms of
latency and packet loss rate. Each traffic flow is assigned
a QCI in the EPC. The QCI is represented by a scalar, 8-
bit header field, that defines node specific packet forwarding
treatment, for instance admission thresholds and scheduling
weights at the eNodeB. Different traffic types require different
QoS and therefore different QCI values. Examples of the
QCI parameters include the class of the flow in terms of
guaranteed bit rate (GBR) or Non-GBR, priority value for
admission control, packet delay budget, and packet error loss
rate. For instance, a conversational voice service flow carries
the following QoS parameters: a QCI (1), radio resource type
4Fig. 1: Downlink packet scheduling approaches classification.
(GBR), priority (2), packet delay budget (100ms), packet error
loss rate (10−2).
The second block of information includes the extraction
of queue size, Head of Line (HoL) delay, also known as
packet latency, and service rate from the buffer at the MAC
layer as shown in Figure 2. These information, along with the
QCI requirements, are fed to the scheduler in order to define
scheduling weights among the flows. Several schedulers (e.g.
delay-aware strategy and packet loss fair strategy) are tailored
to support various QoS requirements. These QoS requirements
must be satisfied by LTE systems by granting the admitted
users the maximal balance of fairness and utilization of the
service. For instance, delay aware strategy utilizes HoL delay,
extracted from the buffer, and target delay information in
the scheduling metric to determine the resource allocation
priority of different flows. Similarly other strategies extract
relevant information from the buffer which depends upon the
goal of the scheduling rule. The objective of the scheduling
rules varies from meeting end users’ flow requirements in
terms of packet loss rate, packet delivery delay bounds, target
throughput or a combination of these.
i) QoS-aware strategies:
We divide the QoS-aware strategies into four categories
based on various system and application parameters
considered for the scheduling decision (as shown in
Figure 1).
a) Delay aware approach includes the strategies that
utilize the delay parameters in particular, and parame-
ters controlling fairness in general, i.e., Channel State
Information (CSI) and average data-rate, in order to
perform packet scheduling and radio resource alloca-
tions for different users in LTE networks, as proposed
in [27], [99–102]. The targets of these schedulers are to
increase the number of transmitted packets with a sat-
isfactory level that meets the QoS requirements, have
a better delay performance (decrease the probability of
violating the target delay of the transmitted packets),
provide fairness, and improve the system capacity and
efficiency.
b) Queue aware approach includes the strategies that
utilize the queue size parameter in particular, and
parameters controlling fairness in general, in order to
perform radio resource allocations and packet schedul-
ing for different users in the wireless networks, as
proposed in [103], [104]. The goal of these schedulers
is to reduce latency and resource allocation starvation,
produce optimal system performance for RT services,
and increase the priority of RT flows w.r.t NRT ones.
c) Target bit-rate aware approach includes the strate-
gies that are aware of the bit-rate of the flows in
the scheduling buffers. The scheduling is performed
here by considering GBR and non-guaranteed bit rate
(non-GBR) classes for the flows, as proposed in [105–
107]. The goal of these schedulers is to maximize
the total system throughput, and guarantee the max-
imum/minimum target bit-rate for a mixture of RT and
NRT flows.
d) Hybrid approach comprises strategies that utilize a
combination of the previous three categories such as
queue size, target delay, HoL packet delay, packet error
rate and target bit-rate parameters, as proposed in [108–
115]. The goal of these schedulers is to maintain the
balance and satisfy the QoS requirements for both RT
and NRT flows, maintain acceptable MOS level, and
increase system capacity and fairness.
ii) QoS-unaware strategies include the strategies that utilise
parameters controlling fairness, i.e., CSI, and average
data-rate, in order to perform radio resource allocations
and packet scheduling for different users in the wire-
less networks. For instance, PF rule, round-robin rule,
and max-rate rule are incorporated in this category, as
discussed in [116], [117] and shown in Figure 1. The
max-rate rule is only aware of the instant bit-rate of the
users according to their instantaneous channel conditions
(i.e., unlike the target bit-rate in QoS-aware strategies
as it considers the rate of the flows). The goal of the
aforementioned schedulers in this category is as follows:
1) max-rate rule maximizes throughput but does not
satisfy fairness among users, 2) Round Robin satisfies
fairness among users but does not maximize throughput,
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Fig. 2: QoS based scheduling strategies for multi-class traffic.
and 3) PF improves both parameters, i.e., maximizes
throughput and maintains fairness among the flows.
Table I summarizes the important approaches and common
parameters of the subclasses under the content-unaware class,
respectively. The remaining of this survey will focus on
content-aware approaches.
III. CONTENT-AWARE SCHEDULING STRATEGIES
This section compares and contrasts the content aware
scheduling strategies.
In this section, the MAC layer scheduler at the wireless
access network considers the video quality using a utility
function. With content-aware scheduling approaches, the opti-
mization goal is to maximize the video quality level subject to
time varying wireless capacity. For instance, Figure 3 shows
a typical content-aware scheduling scenario where the sched-
uler is responsible for optimally sharing the radio resources
among video flows with diverse video contents and bit-rate
requirements.
Different types of content-related information can be con-
sidered for the scheduling decision. For instance, video content
complexity can be taken into account. Variation is measured,
for instance, by calculating the spatial index (SI) and temporal
index (TI) [119] which will then identify the complexity level
of a video sequence. As an example, video content can be
classified into three levels of complexity: low complexity,
medium complexity, and high complexity. Complexity is de-
fined here according to the variation in/among the frame(s)
and the different bit-rates of different video sequences (i.e.,
the higher the complexity the higher the bit-rate).
Based on the modality, content/video quality related infor-
mation is signaled / used by the scheduler, we have identified
three classes for scheduling strategies for video optimization
over wireless networks. Their detailed description is reported
below.
A. Quality driven scheduling
In this class, the scheduling approaches are divided into
two categories: 1) objective video quality based scheduling
utilizing non-scalable video and 2) objective video quality
based scheduling utilizing scalable video.
1) Objective video quality based scheduling by utilizing
non-scalable video: This section addresses scheduling strate-
gies where a utility function based on objective video quality
is adopted and non scalable video is considered. Most of these
strategies consider a measurement of the distortion associated
to the loss of specific packets.
In [34] and [35], the concept of incrementally additive
distortion is used to determine the importance of video packets
for each user for pre-encoded non-scalable video streams.
Essentially, the increase in distortion due to the loss of a
video packet is a function of all the other video packets
that are dependent on it and cannot be decoded if it is not
sent. This information is used to drop video packets in the
event of congestion over the wireless interface, beginning with
the lowest importance video packet. The authors proposed
dropping strategies based on the packet’s importance towards
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Channel Parameters QoS Parameters
Scheduling Approaches CSI Average
data
rate
PLR Target
rate
Queue
size
Service
aware
Target
delay
HoL
delay
Delay aware approaches
M-LWDF [118] X X RT X X
EXP/PF [99] X X RT, NRT X X
DAPS various traffic classes
[101]
X RT, NRT X X
EXP-rule [102] X X X X
Log-rule [102] X X X X
Queue aware approaches
PFPS [103] X X X
VT-M-LWDF [104] X X X RT, NRT
Target bit-rate aware approaches
Target bit-rate rule [105] X X X
Target bit-rate rule [106] X X
Target bit-rate rule [107] X X
Hybrid approaches
Queue-HoL-M-LWDF [108] X X X RT, NRT X X
Modified-PF [109] X X RT, NRT X
Joint Channel and Queue [110] X X X RT, NRT X X
Hybrid approach [111] X X X X RT, NRT X
DPS [112] X X RT, NRT X
FLS [113] X X X RT, NRT X
QoS-unaware approaches
PF [116] X X
Maximum-rate [117] X
Round Robin [117]
Fig. 3: Objective video quality based scheduling.
the video quality as well as packet’s waiting time in the
queue and combined these dropping strategies with state-
of-the-art packet scheduling rules (PF, M-LWDF and Max
throughput). The proposed dropping strategies at the entrance
of the wireless access system have a similar impact as server-
based rate control schemes where the congestion signal is sent
to the server by the wireless access network. Although the
impact on distortion of the loss of a specific packet depends
on its content, their proposed strategies consider the content
of the video packets only in terms of dependency from other
packets.
Moreover, the approach in [66] focuses on the development
of QoE-aware optimization downlink scheduling video traffic
flow. The aim of this work is to maximize QoE of video traffic
streaming over LTE networks. A novel integration framework
between genetic algorithm (GA) and Random Neural Net-
work (RNN) is applied to QoE-aware optimization of video
stream downlink scheduling. The proposed framework was
compared with other state-of-the-art LTE downlink scheduling
algorithms such as FLS, EXP-rule, and LOG-rule. Under
different network conditions, simulation results showed that
the proposed scheduler can achieve better performance in
7terms of QoE ( 10% increase), throughput and fairness.
A quality-driven resource allocation and scheduling for
delay-constrained video transmission (which has different tol-
erable delay bounds such as live streaming or two-way video
conferencing) is proposed in [68]. The approach relies on
a multiuser setup where different users have different delay
QoS constraints. The derived resource allocation strategy is
designed to maximize the sum video quality which is measured
through concave rate-quality mapping with respect to any
quality metric. Furthermore, the proposed approach solves
the problem related to the fairness of resource allocation by
maximizing the minimum video quality across users. The goal
of scheduling approach in this work is to enable selecting
a maximal user subset such that all selected users in this
subset can meet their statistical delay requirements (i.e., their
QoS requirement). Based on the provided results, significant
gains in capacity, measured in terms of number of video
users supported in the system, are achieved due to QoS-aware
scheduling and resource allocation.
Furthermore, a QoE-aware video adaptation and resource al-
location approach for power-efficient streaming over downlink
OFDMA systems is proposed in [69]. The adaptation scheme
selectively drops packets from a video stream to produce a
lower bit-rate version which results in a reduction of delay and
a satisfaction of a target users QoE. The resource allocation
target is to minimize the transmission power by considering the
delay limitation of the lower rate stream. Experimental results
show significant performance enhancement of the proposed
system in terms of reducing end-to-end delay and power
consumption while satisfying QoE requirements.
In multimedia applications, the content of a video packet
is critical for determining the contribution of the packet to
image/video quality. The content-dependent utility gained due
to packet transmission can be considered in the scheduling rule
in addition to other information such as the size of the packet
in bits and the decoding deadline for the packet, i.e., each
frame’s time stamp. The authors in [36] and [37] investigate
a content-aware resource allocation and packet scheduling
for video transmission over wireless networks. The authors
present a cross-layer packet scheduling approach, transmitting
pre-encoded video sequences over wireless networks to mul-
tiple users. This approach is used for Code Division Multiple
Access (CDMA) systems and it can be adapted for OFDMA
systems such as IEEE 802.16 and LTE wireless networks.
The data-rates of the served users are dynamically adjusted
depending on the channel quality and the gradient of a content-
aware utility function, where the utility function takes into
account the distortion of the received video. The method
adopted in [36] and [37] consists of ordering the packets of the
encoded video according to their relative contribution to the
final quality of the video, and then constructing for each packet
a utility function whose gradient reflects the contribution of
the packet to the perceived video quality. Hence, the utility
function is defined as a function of the decoded video quality,
based on the number of packets already transmitted to a user
for every video frame. Further, robust data packetization at
the encoder and realistic error concealment at the decoder
are considered. The proposed utility function enables opti-
mization in terms of actual quality of the received video.
The authors provide an optimal solution when video packets
are decoded independently and a simple error concealment
approach is used at the decoder. Moreover, with complex error
concealment a solution is provided where a distortion utility
function is calculated. Performance evaluation is carried out
and it is noticed that the proposed content-aware scheduler
outperforms content-independent approaches in particular for
video streaming applications. The parameters used in this
scheduler are the achievable rate, CSI from UEs, weighting
parameter for fairness purposes across users (which is based
on the distortion in a user’s decoded video in the previous
transmissions) and three features of each packet: utility gained
due to packet transmission, decoding deadline, and packet size.
The authors in [39] further extend the concept of video
packet importance and propose a joint packet scheduling and
subcarrier assignment for OFDMA systems. According to
[39], the subcarrier with the largest contribution for the overall
video quality of users’ is allocated through a two-level search
path. First, for each flow the video packet contributing largest
to the video quality is selected. In the second step, the priority
of each flow is computed by considering the channel gain of
the subcarrier and the importance of packet. In other words,
the subcarrier is assigned to a flow having the best channel
gain and the video packet contributing largest to the video
quality. A similar approach is presented in [40] where a flow
is prioritized based on the ratio of the packet’s contribution
to video quality and the number of subcarriers required to
schedule the packet. The packet of a flow contributing largest
to the video quality and in possession of the lowest number
of subcarriers is scheduled in priority. Similar distortion based
joint packet scheduling and subcarrier assignment policies are
presented in [41–43], [62]. The main goal of these strategies
is to maintain fairness across different users and minimize
the received video distortion of every user by adopting a
fine granular video quality based packet scheduling and radio
resource allocation approaches. It is important to note that
strategies in [39–43] drop the video packets violating the pre-
assigned delay bound. However, none of the strategies above
consider packet deadline in the scheduling decisions.
The work in [60] proposes a QoE-aware resource allocation
scheme for High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) encoded
video transmission over LTE networks. In this approach, the
contents of the video are prioritized based on the importance
of the slices of the compressed video. The importance is
considered based on the actual contributions to the motion
compensation. Thus, the important video slices are allocated
the most robust resource blocks (RBs) to guarantee successful
delivery over error prone channels and to ensure better QoE
for the users.
The authors in [44] investigate an application driven cross-
layer approach for video transmission over OFDMA based
networks. The proposed schemes are named quality-fair, and
quality-maximizing. They are used to maximize the video
quality with and without fairness constraint, respectively.
The packet scheduling will be responsible for selecting the
packets with the largest contribution to the video quality.
The assumption in this design is that each video frame is
8partitioned into one or more slices, with each slice header
acting as re-synchronization marker to allow independent
decoding of the slices, and where each slice contains an integer
number of macro-blocks. Hence, due to the variation of the
contents among different video streams, different packets make
diverse contribution to the video quality. The parameters used
are a quality contribution index for each packet, expressed
by the decreased distortion value caused by the successful
transmission of the packets, size of the packets, maximum
delay, real time requirements for video applications, and the
CSI fed-back by the mobile station.
In [45] the authors presented a scheduling algorithm for an
OFDMA system that can be tuned to maximize the throughput
of the most significant video packets, while minimizing the
capacity penalty due to quality/capacity trade-off. It is shown
that the level of content-awareness required for optimum
performance at the scheduler and the achieved capacity are
highly sensitive to the delay constraint. The tighter the delay
constraints, the higher the importance of content-awareness
and lower the number of satisfied streaming users. The study
shows that the consideration of delay awareness in the schedul-
ing decision enhances the video quality.
The authors in [46] propose a novel cross-layer scheme
for video transmission over LTE wireless networks. This
scheme takes information from the three layers of the Open
Systems Interconnection (OSI) model namely: Application
(APP), MAC, and Physical (PHY) layers. The I-based and
P-based packets are extracted from the APP layer, the packets
are scheduled and prioritized at the MAC layer and the channel
state information is taken from the PHY layer. The work
in [46] aims at improving the perceived video quality for
each user and improving the overall system performance in
terms of spectral efficiency. It is assumed that I packets are
more important than P packets for each user. For the reason
that is because the loss of an I packet may lead to error
propagation within the Group of Pictures (GOP). Hence, the
packet scheduling algorithm at the MAC layer is adapted to
prioritize I packets against P packets for each video sequence.
Results show that the proposed cross-layer scheme performs
better in terms of system throughput and perceived video
quality. The parameters used are achievable rate, service rate
requirements of I and P packet queues, and CSI.
The authors in [47] propose a distortion-aware scheduling
approach for video transmission over OFDMA based LTE
networks. The main goal of this work is to reduce the end-to-
end distortion in the application layer for every user in order to
improve the video quality. Hence, parameters from the PHY,
MAC and APP layers are taken into consideration. At the APP
layer the video coding rate is extracted, at the MAC layer
PRB scheduling and channel feedback are exchanged, and at
the PHY layer modulation and coding parameters are used.
Parameters used are frame distortion caused by lost slices,
waiting time, transmitting time, latency bound, video distortion
caused by BLER (a function of modulation and coding scheme
of PRB and SINR of wireless channel), the dependency of the
video content under the constraint of the transmitting delay,
and different coding rates. Simulation results show that the
proposed gradient-based cross-layer optimization can improve
the video quality.
The authors in [63] propose a cross-layer design scheme for
optimizing resource allocation for H.264 video applications
over LTE networks based on QoE evaluation. The work
involves three steps: 1) a MOS-based QoE prediction function
is introduced to maximize the perceived video quality of users
while maintaining fairness among them, 2) a mapping model,
which reflects the relationship between the objective param-
eters and the subjective perceived video quality (i.e., PSNR
and MOS), is proposed, and 3) Particle Swarm Optimization
(PSO) is utilized to explore the optimal strategy for users
according to their QoE prediction values. The goal of the
proposed approach is to improve the perceived video quality as
well as to maintain the fairness between users when compared
to the traditional scheduling schemes.
A QoE-aware scheduler aiming at maximizing the minimum
MOS in a system subject to attaining at least a given number
of satisfied users is presented in [67]. The proposed approach
takes into account all the data that the UEs have already
received, and not only the data of a specific instant of time, as
well as it excludes from scheduling process the UEs that are
already satisfied. According to simulation results, the proposed
solution not only improves the users’ satisfaction and the
minimum experienced MOS in the system, but it also doubles
the capacity in terms of supported number of users compared
to benchmark solutions. It is also able to handle imperfections
on the estimation of the CSI.
The authors in [64] introduce a cross-layer QoE-aware
downlink radio resource allocation approach for OFDMA sys-
tems. The aim of the proposed algorithm is to ensure an appro-
priate level of QoE for each user via considering application-
layer parameters and human perceived video quality into the
radio resource allocation process. The work comprises a design
of two algorithms: the first algorithm dynamically allocates
resources by guaranteeing the same QoE level/maximizing
the minimum experienced MOS to all users through a utility
function. Whereas the second algorithm presents a reliable
balance among the user’s QoE level and the system spectral
efficiency. These two algorithms are considered user-centric
approaches, as they assure the user’s QoE. The consideration
of the application-layer parameters (such as video resolution,
GOP encoding structure, and PSNR) and user’s video per-
ceived quality into the resource allocation process leads to
achieve high users’ QoE and data-rate control. The algorithms
achieved significant increase in the QoE level and a fair
distribution of resources among users.
2) Objective video quality based scheduling by utilizing
scalable video: Scalable Video Coding (SVC) [120] represents
a video sequence via multiple layers with different quality,
resolution, and/or frame rate as shown in Figure 4. SVC
enables graceful degradation of video quality when resources
are limited, hence it is particularly suitable for the case of
multi-user video scheduling.
A content-aware downlink packet scheduling scheme for
multi-user scalable video delivery over wireless networks
is proposed in [48]. The scheduler uses a gradient-based
scheduling framework, as elaborated earlier in [37], along
with scalable video coding schemes. The reason for using
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SVC is to provide multiple high quality video streams over
different prevailing channel conditions for multiple users. The
scheduler proposed in [48] outperforms the traditional content-
independent scheduling approaches. Packet prioritization can
be signaled to the MAC layer scheduler, in conjunction with
the utility functions of each packet. A distortion model is
also proposed in order to efficiently and accurately predict the
distortion of an SVC encoded video stream. The model is em-
ployed to prioritize source packets in the queue based on their
estimated impact on the overall video quality. The parameters
used are achievable rate for each user, loss probability, user’s
estimated channel state, and expected distortion.
The authors in [49] and [50] propose a scheduling and re-
source allocation strategy for multi-user video streaming over
OFDM downlink systems. The authors utilize SVC for en-
coding the video streams. This work utilizes only the temporal
and quality scalability (not spatial scalability) for video coding
via the adaptive resource allocation and packet scheduling.
The authors propose a gradient-based packet scheduling and
resource allocation strategy. This strategy prioritizes different
users by considering adaptively adjusted priority weights,
computed based on the video content, deadline requirements
and transmission history. A delay function is designed in order
to cope with the effect of the approaching deadline, for which
the possibility of delay violation is reduced. The aim of the
work presented in [49] and [50] is to maximize the average
PSNR of all SVC video users under a constrained power
transmission, time varying channel conditions, variable rate
video contents, and video frame deadline. The obtained results
show that the proposed scheduler outperforms the content-
blind and deadline-blind algorithms with a gain of as much as
6 dB in terms of average PSNR when the network is congested.
A quality-aware fair downlink packet scheduling algorithm
for scalable video transmission over LTE systems is proposed
in [51]. The authors proposed a Nash bargaining based fair
downlink scheduling strategy for scalable video transmission
to multiple users. A novel utility metric based on video frame
importance in a GOP is used in conjunction with the decoding
deadline of the GOP. The system capacity in terms of satisfied
users can be increased by 20% with the proposed quality-
based utility in comparison with advanced, state-of-the-art
throughput based strategies. The authors in [121] improve the
work in [51] by exploiting multi-user time-averaged diversity.
The authors in [65] propose a QoE-aware video stream-
ing solution to maximize multiuser QoE for Scalable Video
Coding (SVC) streaming over multiuser (MU) Multiple-
Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) Orthogonal Frequency Divi-
sion Multiplexing (OFDM) systems. The proposed approach is
achieved by combining QoE-aware video adaptation (QoEVA)
and QoE-aware resource allocation (QoERA) schemes. The
QoEVA of SVC is analyzed via a subjective video qual-
ity assessment database to derive QoE-optimized scalability
adaptation tracks. A rate-QoE model is then developed to
approximate the track and is utilized to design a QoE-based
resource allocation scheme. The enhancement of multiuser
QoE is proven in this study, where experimental results show
that the proposed QoEVA significantly performs better than
the conventional video adaptation schemes and the proposed
QoERA achieves much better user experience when compared
to state-of-the-art solutions.
A channel and content aware 3D video downlink scheduling
combined with a prioritized queuing mechanism for OFDMA
systems is proposed in [52]. The idea behind the queuing
mechanism is to prioritize the most important video lay-
ers/components with the goal of enhancing the perceived 3D
video quality at the receiver. The work focused on color plus
depth 3D video and considered the unequal importance of
different components with respect to the perceived quality. 3D
video is encoded using an SVC video encoder. The priority
values of the encoded 3D video components are signaled
from the application layer to the MAC layer via cross-layer
signaling. The users feedback to the base station their sub-
channel gain, which is then used at the MAC layer for the
resource allocation process. Hence, the proposed scheduler is
designed to guarantee that the important layers are scheduled
at every scheduling epoch over the sub-channels with higher
gain. The Packet Loss Ratio (PLR) is decreased for the
prioritized color/depth layers at the MAC layer at the expense
of a little increase in the PLR for the less perceptually
important video layers. Video layers expected to be highly
affected by packet losses are discarded to avoid wastage of
radio resources. The prioritization scheme results in global
quality improvement. The parameters used are the HoL packet
delay, a weight that controls the throughput fairness among
users, the fractional rate based on video layer bit-rate, SINR,
dependency/temporal/quality (DTQ) identifications of the SVC
video stream, and the maximum tolerable delay based on the
required playout time, i.e., based on the frame rate.
The aforementioned approaches require complex application
layer information, such as distortion (if a video packet is
dropped or scheduled successfully), decoding deadline asso-
ciated with each of the video packets, decoding dependence
of a video packet, error concealment strategy at the receiver.
These algorithms require extensive cross-layer signaling as
well as Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) is a procedure used to
identify the importance of a packet towards the overall video
quality) so that all the associated information can be conveyed
to the scheduler at the eNodeB. It is important to note that
different requirements of video content information increase
the scheduling complexity at the MAC layer of the base
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station. Therefore, such scheduling algorithms pose problems
from an implementation point of view. The authors in [53] dis-
cuss a cross-layer system design between the streaming server
and the mobile base station for SVC streaming. The authors
propose to map SVC layers to QoS service classes. According
to their study, a considerable quality gain is achieved when
a base layer is assigned the most important service class and
enhancement layers are assigned to the least important service
class. Such mapping strategies for SVC can provide graceful
quality degradation for a single video by utilizing DPI such
as in [54], [55]. However, they do not allow to compare and
prioritize layers of multiple videos having different quality
and rate characteristics. The work done in [56], [59], [122]
provides a QoE-based packet marking avoiding DPI at the
RAN. Furthermore, the packet marking strategy in [56], [59],
[122] allows network operators to adapt multiple video streams
having different video layers and diverse quality and rate
characteristics.
Figure 5 illustrates the basic idea of the QoE-based packet
marking strategy. According to the figure, the marking algo-
rithm at the Packet Data Network Gateway (P-GW) provides
packet prioritization for video streams having different number
of quality enhancement layers. The algorithm at the P-GW
exploits the utility functions (based on MOS vs. Bit-rate) of the
video streams and mark layers according to their bit-rates and
contribution towards the overall perceived video quality. The
main goal of the marking is to achieve the maximum overall
QoE under the constraint of the available network resources.
Thus, the packets of video layers contributing less towards
MOS at the expense of higher bit-rates are marked to be served
with lower priority. The higher the priority class, the lower the
importance of the marked packets, which is exploited by the
scheduler at the eNodeB by dropping such packets when the
system becomes highly congested as given in [123]. This class
of content-aware scheduling avoids the extensive amount of
information (distortion, decoding dependence, etc.) transfer to
the eNodeB as only Priority Class Index (PCI) information
is required at the eNodeB. According to [56], [59], QoE-
based optimized packet marking reduces congestion at the
base station and provides timely video rate adaptation at the
RAN. However, the approach is limited only to scalable video
traffic without considering video traffic types which do not
have scalable properties.
B. Proxy driven radio resource allocation
The aforementioned approaches perform cross-layer opti-
mization with the goal of performing efficient link layer packet
scheduling for delay sensitive video traffic. The scheduler
specifically considers the video content with the goal of
maximizing the number of satisfied users. In proxy driven
approaches, the main idea is to gather key parameters across
the application, MAC, and physical layers in a decision center
(optimizer). In some cases more than one decision centers
are considered. The cross-layer optimization framework allows
the network operators to perform radio resource allocation
based on users’ satisfaction. For solving wireless multimedia
radio resource allocation problems, there is a good amount of
research work being carried out using cross-layer optimization
techniques. According to [71–74], the main steps involved in
a proxy driven cross-layer optimization framework are:
• Collecting key information from each of the layers
through cross-layer signaling;
• The cross-layer information is gathered in a decision
center (also called video optimizer as shown in Figure
6). The decision center performs the overall optimization
by considering the variables from each of the layers like
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channel quality, time-averaged throughput, video content
information, and buffer status;
• After the joint optimization, the decision center sends
the resource allocation information to the MAC layer.
The scheduler then performs the packet scheduling based
on the radio resource allocation decisions. If any rate
adaptation is required then the optimizer performs the rate
adaptation either through transcoding or packet dropping
as shown in Figure 6.
1) Proxy driven radio resource allocation utilizing non-
scalable video: As we mentioned earlier, the previous cross-
layer optimization techniques only consider the video appli-
cation and design a scheduling rule by considering the video
content and channel quality. The authors in [75] propose a
general resource allocation framework which can accommo-
date all the traffic classes (VoIP, video, web browsing, FTP).
The authors propose MOS as the optimization metric for each
of the traffic types and design a utility metric which quantifies
the users’ satisfaction in terms of the MOS. In [76] the authors
further extend the work by introducing different objective
functions such as the modified max-min MOS where the
objective function guarantees a minimum MOS to each of the
flows. The cross-layer optimization technique by considering
the MOS of each application shows a remarkable improvement
in terms of the number of satisfied users as compared to
the throughput-based resource allocation schemes. The cross-
layer optimization technique considered in [75], [76] assumes
that the video server is located close to the base station
which allows quick rate adaptation of the video application.
The rate adaptation is assumed to be performed by changing
the quantization parameters of the video streams. However,
video servers are in general located outside the wireless
RAN thus limiting flexibility of delay-free rate adaptation.
Cross-layer optimization techniques involve extensive cross-
layer signaling which increases the overheads and involves
additional delay. In dynamic wireless environment, timely rate
adaptation is very important. When the video server is located
outside the RAN, the additional delay imposed in the end-
to-end link probing from video server to the base station
decreases the probability of timely rate adaptation. Thus, the
performance of the cross-layer optimization strategy decreases
under congestion. Furthermore, the cross-layer optimization
strategy requires the video server to support the required cross-
layer signaling protocols such as [77–79] to support the video
rate adaptation thus adding compatibility issues.
The European projects PHOENIX [80], [81] and OPTIMIX
[82] proposed a framework where the cross-layer adaptation
task is split in two main control entities. The application layer
("Application controller") performs rate-control and adaptation
based on information from the lower layers, whereas the
PHY/MAC layer ("Base station controller") adapts PHY/MAC
parameters based on the characteristics of the video flows. The
two controllers are supposed to work on different timescales
and require information obtained through cross-layer signal-
ing.
The works in [83–86] propose a realistic scenario in which
the video streaming content is stored at the video server
outside the RAN. In order to perform "in network rate adap-
tation" they propose two modules which are located inside
the RAN. The two modules are the Traffic Engineering and
Traffic Management module. The main task of the Traffic
Management module is to act as the downlink optimizer
for resource allocation, whereas the main task of the Traffic
Engineering module is to act as a controller for performing rate
adaptation in the RAN. With the two modules located in the
RAN, the proposed resource allocation optimization cycle is 1
sec. The Traffic Engineering module performs rate adaptation
either based on packet dropping or transcoding. The authors in
[85] proposed three objective functions at the optimizer. One
of the objective functions is the maximization of the MOS-
based utility, according to which the rate adaptation is done
to maximize the mean MOS (mean user perceived quality).
According to the objective function, the resources are first re-
served to the users with good channel quality and applications
demanding low data-rates. The authors also proposed a max-
min fairness-based objective function, where the main goal of
the objective function is to allocate resources such that all the
users get the same perceived quality (the minimum quality
across the users is maximized). However, the authors do not
propose any scheduling algorithm to be used in conjunction
with the proposed cross-layer resource allocation frame work.
The scheduling algorithm is important in determining the
overall performance of an LTE system. In order to reduce the
resource allocation optimization cycle to 1 sec, the framework
proposed by [83–86] requires extensive cross-layer signaling
and substantial investments on new modules which can reduce
the congestion through fast rate adaptation of video traffic at
the RAN.
2) Proxy driven radio resource allocation utilizing scalable
video: The work done in [87] jointly addresses resource allo-
cation and rate adaptation for SVC traffic. The authors propose
a proxy-based solution with limited information exchange
between the application and the MAC layer. The main goal
of the proposed framework is to maximize the sum of the
achievable rates subject to the minimization of the distortion
difference among multiple video flows. The authors consider
three key elements, i.e., the Multimedia Provider (MP), Media
Aware Network Element (MANE) and the OFDMA-based
Wireless Access Network (WAN). The mobile users in the
WAN request the video streaming from the MP. The MP
streams the video sequences encoded according to the SVC
standard with temporal and quality scalability. The MP sends
the R-D (rate-distortion) information of the video sequences as
well as the priority index of each video frame to the MANE.
The MANE also receives the buffer status and link channel
quality of the streaming users and performs resource allocation
for each of the video streaming flows. The authors proposed an
optimal solution based on iterative local approximation (ILA).
With the ILA algorithm, the information exchange between the
application (MANE) and MAC (WAN) layer is substantially
reduced. The ILA algorithm at MANE is executed at regular
time intervals (in the order of seconds). The results show a
PSNR gain of 7 dB for high complexity videos as compared
to the algorithms having similar complexity. However, the
ILA algorithm considers a strong assumption that the channel
quality of the mobile users remains the same during each
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Fig. 6: Proxy driven radio resource allocation.
optimization cycle which spans over a few seconds.
The authors in [89] presents a study on optimal caching
strategy of SVC streaming in small cell networks with respect
to channel diversity and video scalability. The QoE-aware
proactive caching of scalable videos approach is formulated
through an integer programming problem to maximize the av-
erage SVC QoE. This is achieved by establishing connections
between QoE and caching state of each video. Simulation
results show that the small cell base stations with caching
ability can greatly improve the average QoE of SVC streaming
service, and that the proposed caching strategy acquires sig-
nificant performance gain compared with other conventional
caching strategies.
The authors in [88] propose a content-aware scheduler to
allocate resources for downlink scalable video transmission
over LTE based systems. The goal of the scheduler is to
maximize the average video quality across all users. The
scheduler calculates, on a frame by frame basis, the proportion
of PRBs required by each of the video streaming users subject
to the constraints of channel quality, total number of available
PRBs and device capability. In LTE, one frame corresponds to
10 TTIs and 1 TTI is equal to 1 ms. Therefore, the content-
aware scheduler determines the number of PRBs required by
each of the video streaming user, whereas the specific PRBs
are finally allocated by a TTI level schedulers discussed in
Section II-C2. The authors also propose a detailed signaling
mechanism between the content aware PRB scheduler and
the TTI level scheduler. Furthermore, they also propose the
required architecture modification for the implementation of
the content-aware PRB scheduler. They propose the imple-
mentation of the content-aware scheduler either in the Mobility
Management Entity (MME) or at the eNodeB. In addition, the
study also presents the impact of signaling delay on the video
distortion in the indoor and outdoor environments. According
to their study, the video quality is substantially reduced in
urban environment, where the link quality changes every TTI
because of the multi-path fast fading, shadowing and Doppler
effects. Under such dynamic environment, the content-aware
PRB scheduler receives outdated channel quality information
since it operates every 10 TTIs. The parameters used are the
SVC profile levels, CQI, number of available PRBs along with
a quality-driven scheduler. The video quality is measured using
two full-reference methods, i.e., relying on the knowledge of
the the original video: PSNR and the SSIM metric.
C. Client driven approach
The aforementioned strategies consider Real-Time Protocol
/ User Datagram Protocol (RTP/UDP)-based streaming which
can often be blocked by firewalls. Recently, Dynamic Adaptive
Streaming over HTTP protocol (MPEG-DASH) has been
standardized for mobile multimedia applications. The standard
comprises a conventional approach of HTTP/TCP over IP
networking. In DASH-based streaming, video is divided into
chunks (also known as segments) with each chunk encoded
into multiple bit rates i.e., DASH representations. During the
course of streaming, a client can adapt the video streaming bit
rate by requesting the subsequent chunk based on the available
network capacity, as shown in Figure 7. Therefore, video rate
adaptation decisions are taken by the clients. Video server
reports the available bit-rate of all the dash representations
of each segment through a Media Description File (MDP).
In [90], authors analyze the rate adaptation strategies of three
well known commercially available DASH clients. According
to their experiments, all the rate adaptation algorithms have
a high response time under congestion, i.e., they react very
slowly to throughput variations. In mobile video streaming,
such rate adaptation strategies are not useful because of the
probabilistic arrival of the incoming traffic and stochastic
nature of the wireless channel which leads to high throughput
fluctuations. The authors in [91] propose a rate adaptation
strategy for mobile clients by considering the TCP throughput,
status of the video playout buffer and available battery time.
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The video rate adaptation algorithm consists of two modules.
The first module predicts the target bit rate based on status
of the playout buffer (available buffered video time) and
achieved TCP throughput. The main goal of this module is
to minimize the freezing delay which occurs when the buffer
gets exhausted. The second module predicts the target bit rate
based on the available battery time. The main goal of the
second module is to maximize the available video watching
time due to battery constraints. The bit rate of the requested
chunk is the minimum of the two target rates predicted by the
two modules. The algorithm efficiently absorbs dynamic TCP
throughput fluctuations and achieves smooth video streaming
in an energy efficient manner. Similarly, the authors in [124]
proposed a playout buffer aware scheduling strategy, where
client’s playout buffer depletion probability is minimized.
However, in multiple adaptive HTTP streaming over wireless
networks two major issues exist:
• Multiple video streaming clients sharing the same bottle-
neck result in an unfair bandwidth sharing. For instance,
the authors in [90] analyze the fairness and stability
(variations in video quality per unit time) performance of
two HTTP streaming clients sharing the same bottleneck.
According to the analysis, the two streaming clients
sharing the same access network result in an unfair
distribution of bandwidth. Generally, in HTTP streaming,
when a client starts streaming it requests the lowest
possible bit rate. It then switches to the highest available
bit rate depending upon the achieved throughput. If a
new video streaming client joins the network, it stays to
the lowest available bit rate because the other client is
utilizing the remaining available bandwidth.
• User context, in terms of client’s playout buffer level and
video content, information is not available at the RAN.
Therefore, the client-based rate adaptation decisions are
not QoE driven in terms of radio resource optimization for
multiple users. In [92], the authors proposed to add rate-
quality information to the Media Presentation Description
(MPD) so that the client can select the optimal bit-rate,
w.r.t the video quality. However, this approach maximizes
the video quality for a single user without considering the
rate-quality characteristics of other users sharing the same
resources. In cellular networks, for instance, multiple
users are competing for resources and the DASH server
lies outside the operator’s network. Therefore, operators
have control on the radio resource allocation to multiple
users but not on the video rate adaptation decisions. This
can create congestion at the base station, if HTTP clients
react slowly to the available bandwidth variations.
In order to solve the aforementioned issues, the authors
in [93] propose a solution to re-write the client request at
a proxy close to the eNodeB. They assume that the DASH
server adds the rate-quality information of each video segment
to the MPD which is then exploited by the QoE optimizer.
The QoE optimizer collects the channel quality information
of different clients from the eNodeB. The QoE optimizer
allocates bandwidth to the video clients based on rate-quality
characteristics and the available network resources. Based on
QoE optimization results, the HTTP requests from each of the
clients are re-written at the proxy. Simulation results show that
proactively re-writing the HTTP requests of the DASH clients,
at the proxy, shows a remarkable improvement in the video
quality as compared to relying on the rate adaptation logic
of the DASH clients. However, the authors do not consider
the buffer status of the DASH clients in re-writing the HTTP
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requests. It is important to note that DASH comprises a
buffered video streaming and proactively re-writing the HTTP
requests without considering the buffered video time may
underutilize the network resources.
Furthermore, the authors in [94] propose a QoE aware radio
resource allocation for HTTP adaptive streaming over LTE
systems. The approach is designed to constrain re-buffering
probability for adaptive streaming users. The proposed al-
gorithm is called a Re-buffering Aware Gradient Algorithm
(RAGA), which depends on periodic media buffer feedback
(i.e., already standardized in the DASH standard) from adap-
tive streaming clients. The RAGA algorithm shows high
reduction in the re-buffering percentage for adaptive streaming
users without compromising the video quality. On the contrary,
the authors in [95] design a video aware resource management
at the network core rather than at the network edge, as this
approach enhances video quality of experience in QoS-aware
networks like LTE. Further, in their proposed architecture, a
Video Aware Controller (VAC) is located at the network core,
where it periodically receives HTTP adaptive/video stream-
ing related feedback from adaptive streaming clients/servers.
Then, the VAC controller converts the information into QoS
parameters for each user, as VAC acts as the central element
for managing video aware resources. The QoS parameters are
then signaled to multiple network elements as well as HTTP
adaptive streaming clients. On the other hand, at the MAC
layer, an algorithm is designed to periodically compute the
maximum bit-rate for each streaming user/network flow based
on the provided media buffer feedback from clients to the
VAC controller. This architecture shows further reduction in
re-buffering percentage and better perceived video quality.
The authors in [97] propose three methods to improve the
QoE of SVC-based DASH users over next generation wireless
systems. The methods are: 1) design of an improved mapping
scheme from SVC layers to DASH representations that can
provide the desired bit-rates, enhance the throughput, and
reduce the HTTP communication overhead, 2) development of
a DASH-friendly scheduling and resource allocation algorithm
by integrating the DASH-based media delivery and the radio-
level adaptation via a cross-layer approach. This method
utilizes the characteristics of video content and scalable video
coding, and greatly reduces the video stalling probability by
considering the client playout buffer level, and 3) proposal of a
DASH proxy-based bit-rate stabilization algorithm to improve
the video playout smoothness that can achieve the desired
trade-off between playout quality and stability. Results show
that the proposed schemes achieve better performance than
existing resource allocation methods.
Table II summarizes the important approaches, techniques
and common parameters of the three subclasses under the
content-aware class, respectively.
IV. STANDARDIZATION EFFORTS FOR QOE-AWARE VIDEO
DELIVERY
The challenges on mobile operators for the implementation
of content-aware scheduling strategies are multi-fold. In this
section, we highlight key steps taken by 3GPP for QoE
enhancements over LTE. In recent years, the 3GPP standard-
ization body has put in efforts to identify issues as well
as provide solutions, with the goal of maximizing the QoS
and QoE for the end-users [25], [125–127]. In the following,
we summarize the solutions proposed by the 3GPP for the
provision of QoE-aware video delivery over LTE networks.
A. Video context aware solution
For content-aware scheduling strategies, the availability of
video content information at the eNodeB is crucial. Majority
of strategies studied in Section III assume this information
available at the MAC layer of the eNodeB, either through
explicit cross-layer signaling or DPI. However, the current
mobile network architectures do not support eNodeB in obtain-
ing video context information for QoE estimation, i.e., video
content and playout buffer levels. Nonetheless, UEs reporting
video context information to the eNodeB is currently in the
focus of standardization. According to 3GPP TR 36.933 [126],
UEs report video context information in terms of playout
buffer level to the MAC layer of the eNodeB. These reports
can be sent periodically or configured to be triggered by an
unexpected event (e.g. network congestion). Such information
can be used to avoid unnecessary video stalling and improve
client’s QoE. According to [126], video playout buffer aware
scheduling supports 25 UEs, at 1% video stalling probability
level, as compared to the non-context aware PF scheduling rule
which supports only 20 UEs. Another important step towards
standardization is the users context information reporting in
terms of the available DASH representations of the video
content, discussed in Section IV-D.
B. Operator specific QoS Class Identifiers (QCIs)
3GPP classifies different types of bearer into different
classes by assigning different QCIs, represented by an 8-bit
field. According to 3GPP TS 23.203 [127], 15 QCI values
have been standardized. The performance characteristics of
each QCI have been predefined in terms of edge to edge packet
forwarding treatment. The standardization of QCIs allows
different network operators to ensure minimum QoS levels for
different services and applications. The introduction of video
content based packet prioritization, as studied in Section III-A2
and shown in Figure 5, requires different packet forwarding
treatment for different packets of a flow. For instance, consider
a QoE based packet marking scheme proposed by [122], where
different video packets of a flow are assigned different priority
classes based on packets’ contribution to the user perceived
video quality. For such packet marking schemes, standardized
QCIs cannot be used because different performance character-
istics are required for QoE based priority classes. The 3GPP
TS 29.212 [128] has non-standard QCIs, 128-254, which are
also known as operator specific QCIs. RAN and the LTE core
network have been enhanced to support operator specific QCIs
[128]. These QCIs allow network operators to define their
own packet forwarding treatment, in terms of delay budget,
admission thresholds, packet loss rate, etc., for QoE-aware
partitioned priority classes.
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TABLE II: Channel and QoS Parameters and Related Information Used by State-of-The-Art Content-Aware Downlink
Scheduling Approaches.
Channel Parameters QoS Parameters Extra Information Used
Scheduling
Approaches
CSI Average
data
rate
Target
rate
Queue
size
Traffic
type
Target
delay
HoL
delay
Video complexity Video coding
type
Video rate
adaptation
Analytical tools Tech.
Quality driven scheduling approaches
[36], [37] X Video
streaming
packet ordering of the encoded
video according to their relative
contribution to the final quality of
the video
Non-scalable
video (MPEG)
video packet
dropping
Distortion model,
Lagrangian multipliers,
Convex optimization
HSDPA
[46] X X Composite I-based and P-based packets from
the APP layer, and scheduling
packets according to their
importance
Non-scalable
video (AVC)
video packet
dropping
Linear precoding OFDMA
[39–43],
[60], [62]
X Video
streaming
Non-scalable
video
video packet
dropping
OFDMA
[44], [45],
[47], [63]
X Video
streaming
X X each video frame is partitioned
into one or more slices, each slice
header acts as resynchronization
marker to allow independent
decoding to the slices, and each
slice contains a number of I
macro-blocks
Non-scalable
video
video packet
dropping
Gradient distortion
projection, Game theory
OFDMA
[48] X Video
streaming
source packets prioritizing in the
queue based on their estimated
impact on the overall video quality
Scalable video
(H.264/SVC)
video packet
dropping
Distortion model,
Nakagami-m channel
model, Lagrangian
multipliers, Convex
optimization
HSDPA
[49], [50] X X Video
streaming
X X utilization of the temporal and
quality scalability of the video
coding
Scalable video
(H.264/SVC)
video packet
dropping
Distortion function, Delay
function, Lagrangian dual
relaxation
OFDM
[51] X Video
streaming
X X frames dependency on a video
sequence and it is computed based
on the video quality metrics, and
the streams are organized in layers
where upper layers cannot be
decoded unless lower layers are
correctly received
Scalable video
(H.264/SVC)
video packet
dropping
video frame significance,
Cooperative game theory,
Nash bargaining solution
OFDMA
[121] X X Video
streaming
X X Scalable video
(H.264/SVC)
video packet
dropping
OFDMA
[121] X X Composite X X Scalable video
(H.264/SVC)
video packet
dropping
OFDMA
[52] X X Composite X X dependency, temporal and quality
IDs of the SVC video stream, and
different compression ratios
3D Scalable
video
(H.264/SVC)
Video packet
dropping
Simulation OFDMA
Proxy driven radio resource allocation approaches
[71], [73],
[74]
X Video
streaming
Non-scalable
video (Mpeg4
and AVC)
Adapting source
rate at the server
side
real-time testbed, and
Gilbert-Elliot (GE) channel
model
OFDM
[72], [75] X Composite Non-scalable
(AVC)
Adapting source
rate at the server
side
GE channel model OFDMA
[83–86] X Composite Non-scalable
(AVC)
Transcoding HSDPA
[87], [88] X Video
streaming
SVC SVC profile
selection
Integer liner program,
Multiple choice Knapsack
problem, Fully polynomial
time approximation scheme
(FPTAS), Profit scaling
technique, water filling
OFDMA
Client driven approaches
QoE-DASH
[93]
X X HTTP
video
using different quality-rate for
various video files
MPEG DASH gradient based greedy
algorithm
DASH-
LTE
RAGA [94] X X X X HTTP
video
MPEG DASH token-based mechanism to
enforce the re-buffering
constraints
DASH-
LTE
Video-aware
controller
[95]
X X X X HTTP
video
MPEG DASH A central intelligence
controller is placed at the
core network for
video-aware resource
management
DASH-
LTE
C. QCI modification
Under congested network, a video streaming bearer assigned
with a low QoS profile, for instance QCI 9, may result in
a poor user-perceived quality. In order to resolve this issue,
the 3GPP has proposed and standardized bearer modification
process. The bearer modification allows network operators to
increase the priority, GBR or non-GBR bearer, of the UE
with a higher QoS profile. In order to take advantage of
the bearer modification, 3GPP TR36.933 has proposed an
innovative solution to improve the QoE of the streaming users.
According to the proposed solution, the bearer modification
request can also be initiated by UEs, i.e., UEs can request a
higher QoS profile based on the video context. For instance
if the playout buffer is depleting, then the UE can request a
higher QoS profile by making a bearer modification request,
so that increase in radio resource allocation lowers the video
stalling probability.
D. DASH optimization
The major issue related with DASH streaming over LTE
is the inaccurate throughput prediction for the next segment.
Generally, DASH clients predict throughput of the next seg-
ment based on the achieved throughput of the previously
downloaded segments. Such prediction deems to be inaccurate
because the user may not have any knowledge about the
underlying network conditions, as in a dynamic wireless envi-
ronment, the network conditions can abruptly change. Herein,
requesting a low data-rate representation can result in lower
QoE whereas, requesting a high data-rate video content can
result in constant interruption due to video stalling. In [126],
the 3GPP proposed a solution to this problem which comprises
a RAN assisted rate selection, i.e., predicted throughput is
provided by the eNodeB. According to the solution, the DASH
client provides the available representations of the target
segment to the eNodeB. The eNodeB computes the available
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downlink throughput for the DASH client based on congestion
status, channel quality and available DASH representations.
Finally, the predicted throughput is sent to the DASH client.
With the predicted throughput, the client can select the rate of
the next segment more accurately.
V. SIMULATION SET-UP AND COMPARATIVE
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
This section analyzes, through simulations, the performance
of important content-aware and content-unaware scheduling
strategies. The simulation environment is also presented.
A. Simulation scenario
We consider a single cell scenario in which the serving
eNodeB is at the center of the cell. The serving eNodeB’s
MAC scheduler controls all the available PRBs by allocating
them to the active flows competing for resources. We consider
a video server generating a pre-encoded video traffic workload.
Video is assumed to be encoded in different layers according
to the SVC standard, and temporally organised in units which
can be decoded independently from each other, each referred
as GOP. The video sequences are encoded with the SVC codec
(Medium Grain Scalability (MGS) [120]) and comprise a base
layer and 12 quality layers. MGS scalability provides sufficient
bit-rate granularity for rate adaptation. Each user is assigned
a queue at the eNodeB. The set of packets in the buffer for
each video streaming user at the eNodeB is referred to as a
flow. Packets of a flow entering the buffer at the eNodeB are
stored in First In First Out (FIFO) order.
SVC video streaming flows have different priority packets,
with the base layer packets contributing largest to the video
quality. The increase in perceived video quality (MOS score)
along with the addition of each quality enhancement layer
is shown in Figure 8. In this work, MOS score is estimated
by employing a full reference objective metric. Section V-B
reports the adopted methodology for the computation of MOS
score.
The packets entering the buffer are time stamped by the
scheduler. The scheduler should assign enough resources to
schedule the packets before the delay budget. Packets violating
the delay budget are dropped from the queue; we assume
that such packets have missed the decoding deadline at the
receiving terminal.
LTE is a multicarrier system where radio resources are
spread in time and frequency domains. Defining a scheduling
strategy on a per-PRB basis, as shown in Figure 9, is simpler to
implement. According to the figure, the user with the highest
metric is allocated a PRB. The metric is either based on
content-unaware strategies, such as QoS-aware rules, or video
quality driven scheduling rules. In order to investigate the
performance of the aforementioned approaches, an LTE link-
level simulator built on MATLAB’s object oriented features
[130] is selected as the simulation platform. The wireless
simulation parameters are reported in Table III. Our main goal
is to analyze the performance of the selected strategies under
different load scenarios. Specifically, we consider 5 different
load scenarios with 8, 12, 16, 20 and 24 video streaming
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Fig. 8: Quality for the considered video sequences as SVC
quality layers are added (bit-rate increased). MOS is derived
by utilizing the VQM to MOS mapping [129].
users. Initially, we simulate a network with 8 video streaming
users with 2 Ice, 2 News, 2 Soccer and 2 Crew streaming
sequences corresponding to an input average traffic rate of 7
Mbps. According to the simulation parameters, the average
system capacity is approximately 7 Mbps (2.33 bits/sec/Hz
considering a 3 MHz bandwidth and 8 video streaming users).
The system load is then increased by adding 1 video streaming
user from each of the considered video sequences until the
total number of video streaming users in the network is 24.
We simulate the following strategies:
Fig. 9: Scheduling strategy on a per-PRB basis by computing
a priority metric of each flow on a PRB [98].
• Strategy A (QoS unaware strategy): The PF scheduling
rule is simulated by calculating the scheduling metric on
each PRB as shown in Figure 9. This rule is simulated
according to the guidelines given in [18].
• Strategy B (QoS aware strategy): The M-LWDF schedul-
ing rule is simulated by computing the delay based
scheduling metric on each PRB as done in Strategy A. A
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TABLE III: Simulation parameters - Downlink LTE scheduling
for multi-class traffic.
PARAMETERS VALUE
Bandwidth, Carrier frequency 3 MHz, 2.1 GHz
UE distribution, Cell radius Uniform, 1 km
Channel 3GPP-TU (Typical Urban)
Pathloss model Hata-Cost-231 model
Shadowing model Log-normal shadow fading
HARQ Up to 3 synchronous retransmissions
Channel Fading Block Fading (1 ms)
Delay budget 500 TTIs (1 TTI = 1ms)
Video streaming duration 15 sec
detailed implementation of the M-LWDF rule is given in
[18].
• Strategy C (Video quality driven and delay-blind schedul-
ing): Simplified Fine Granularity (SFG) [39] scheduling
based on packet’s contribution towards video quality is
simulated. This strategy is similar to the ones proposed
in [40], [41], [43]. The algorithm comprises a two step
process at each scheduling epoch. In the first step, the
scheduler sorts the packets of a flow based on the ratio
of each packet contribution towards video quality and its
size. In the second step, the priority of a flow on each
PRB is computed by the product of channel quality and
the ratio computed in the previous step. PRB is allocated
to the flow maximizing the priority function. A detailed
implementation of the SFG scheduling rule is given in
[39].
• Strategy D (Video quality driven and delay aware
scheduling): Strategy D considers video packet’s quality
contribution, similar to strategy C, with the exception that
strategy D is delay aware. In the first step, strategy D
performs sorting based on packet’s video quality con-
tribution and delay requirements. In the second step, the
scheduling metric is a function of video quality as well as
the approaching deadline of the video packets as reported
in [50].
• Strategy E (Proxy driven radio resource allocation): In
strategy E, the proxy responds to the dynamic wireless
channel and congestion by performing rate adaptation as
reported in [85–87]. In order to perform rate adaptation,
the proxy considers the rate-quality trade-off model of
the video streaming sequences (as shown in Figure 8),
the channel quality, and the buffer status of all the
video streaming flows. The main goal of the proxy is to
maximize the sum MOS, associated with different SVC
streams. In the literature, the radio resource allocation
cycle ranges from 10 ms [88] to 1 sec [85], [86]. We
assume that proxy based resource allocation decisions are
taken every 100 ms. The proxy receives periodic, every
100 ms, congestion and channel quality information from
the MAC layer of the eNodeB. The eNodeB utilizes a
QoS aware M-LWDF packet scheduler.
B. MOS estimation
In order to estimate the perceived video quality performance
of diverse scheduling rules, we utilize an objective metric
known as Video Quality Metric (VQM) [129]. VQM is a full
reference metric which is dependent on several objective pa-
rameters for measuring the perceptual effects of a wide range
of impairments in the spatial and temporal dimensions. The
metric comprises a linear combination, i.e., weighted sum, of
seven independent video quality parameters. Four parameters
are based on spatial gradients, two parameters are a function
of features extracted from chrominance components, and one
parameter is a measure of motion and contrast [129]. The
VQM estimates the perceived video quality difference, ranging
from 0 (no impairment) to 1 (severely distorted), between the
original and the processed videos. In order to analyze the
correlation performance of the VQM with the subjective MOS,
the Video Quality Expert Group (VQEG) [131] tested the
model considering 1536 subjectively rated video sequences.
According to the test, the metric gave an outstanding per-
formance and achieved a correlation performance of 0.938.
The metric was selected in ITU recommendations [132] and
was standardized by the American National Standards Institute
(ANSI) [129]. In this work, we estimate the subjective video
quality, MOS, in terms of VQM.
MOS = 5− (4× V QM) (1)
The MOS ranges from 1 (very bad) to 5 (excellent), i.e., for
no perceived impairments the VQM value of 0 corresponds to
the highest MOS, whereas for severely distorted videos the
VQM value of 1 achieves the lowest MOS. Figure 8 reports,
for 4 different video sequences, the increase in the estimated
MOS score as a consequence of the addition of each quality
layer. The MOS score is estimated by the VQM mapping
reported in (1). For instance the crew video sequence with
the base layer and 12 quality enhancement layers results in a
VQM of 0.25. According to the VQM to MOS mapping in
(1), the estimated MOS is 4 as shown in Figure 8.
C. Performance metrics
In order to evaluate the video quality performance of the
nominated scheduling strategies, we consider the following
metrics:
• Sum throughput of all the video streaming flows:
SumThroughput =
 I∑
i=1
1
nfi − nsi
nfi∑
m=nsi
P
(m)
ti
 (2)
where nsi and nfi are the starting and finishing time
intervals of the streaming of flow i respectively. P (m)ti
is the size of flow i’s successfully scheduled/transmitted
packet, and I is the total number of video streaming
flows.
• System PLR, by considering the successfully scheduled
and dropped packets. Mathematically, it is given as:
SystemPLR =
∑I
i=1
∑nfi
m=nsi
P
(m)
di∑I
i=1
∑nfi
m=nsi
(
P
(m)
ti + P
(m)
di
) (3)
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where P (m)di is the size of the dropped packet of flow i
at the eNodeB.
• Average MOS across the flows. The aforementioned met-
rics are network centric, i.e., they are QoS based network
measurements. In order to measure the performance of the
scheduling strategies in terms of QoE, we utilize MOS
derived from the VQM as discussed in Section V-B. The
contribution of each SVC layer in terms of MOS is shown
in Figure 8. For instance, if a strategy schedules all the
layers of the CREW sequence to a user, this results in
a MOS score of 4 as shown in Figure 8. On the other
hand, if the scheduler schedules the base layer and only 9
quality enhancement layers, then the MOS score for the
user decreases to 3.5. The average QoE performance of
a strategy is computed in terms of average MOS.
AverageMOS =
∑I
i=1MOSi
I
(4)
where MOSi is the estimated MOS of flow i.
• System capacity in terms of total number of satisfied
video streaming users, i.e., video streaming users receiv-
ing a minimum average MOS of 3.
D. Results
The performance of the considered strategies in terms of
average MOS, sum throughput and system PLR is shown in
Figures 10(a), 10(b) and 10(c) respectively. Figure 11 shows
the total number of satisfied users for each of the considered
strategies under all the load scenarios.
According to Figures 10(b) and 10(c), both Strategy A (PF
rule) and Strategy B (M-LWDF rule) perform best in terms
of sum throughput and system PLR. However, the average
MOS performance shows a rapid decline, as compared to
other strategies, when the number of video streaming users
is increased. It is important to note that each video streaming
user has a buffer at the MAC layer of the eNodeB and the
buffer is served according to the FIFO rule. The increase in
the number of video streaming users increases the input traffic
above the system capacity, which leads to an increase in the
waiting time of the video packets buffered at the eNodeB.
Under congestion, the less important video packets (quality
enhancement layers) residing in the buffer till the delay bound
block packets of the base layer (high priority packets). This
phenomenon is also known as head of line blocking. When
the head of line packets belong to the quality enhancement
layers then, under congestion, base layer packets have to
wait to be scheduled till the enhancement layer packets are
either dropped (owing to delay bound violation) or scheduled
from the buffer. This phenomenon increases the probability
of delay bound violation of base layer packets. The probabil-
ity of successful decoding of quality enhancement layers is
significantly reduced, when the base layer video packets are
dropped, resulting in a decrease in video streaming quality.
When the system is left to run under high load by increasing
the number of video streaming flows, the quality performance
of the existing users in the network is violated resulting in
an increase in the number of unsatisfied users as reported in
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Fig. 10: Results comparison for different selected strategies.
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Figure 11. Therefore, all the video quality blind scheduling
rules must ensure that the arrival traffic should not exceed the
wireless system capacity in terms of bits/sec. An admission
control policy should block further video streaming flows from
entering the system, under Strategy A and Strategy B, once
the input traffic reaches the system capacity. In the considered
scenario, the PF and the M-LWDF rules can accommodate 6
and 8 video streaming users respectively subject to the packet
delay and wireless channel constraints. Hence both the PF
and M-LWDF and other scheduling rules of this class require
a strict flow based admission control policy, which inhibits
the admission of further video streaming flows once the input
traffic reaches the system capacity.
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Fig. 11: Number of satisfied users under different load scenar-
ios for different strategies.
Strategy C performs worst in terms of sum throughput and
system PLR as shown in Figure 10(b) and 10(c). However, the
average MOS performance increases substantially as compared
to Strategy A and Strategy B as reported in Figure 10(a). It is
important to note that Strategy C comprises a two step policy.
In step 1, the most important video packet is selected for a
flow. This step is also referred to as intra-flow scheduling.
In the next step, each flow’s scheduling priority is computed
by considering the importance of the packet (the packet of a
flow selected in step 1) in terms of video quality. This step is
also referred to as inter-flow scheduling. The prioritization of
important video packets in step 1 reduces their probability of
delay bound violation. This step reduces the HoL blocking of
important video packets which is not the case in Strategy A
and Strategy B. Therefore, base layer video packets are never
dropped from the buffer. This increases the number of satisfied
users with the increase in the number video streaming users
as shown in Figure 11. In the considered scenario, strategy C
can accommodate 17 streaming users with satisfactory video
quality as compared to 8 users for QoS-aware scheduling rule
(strategy B). Strategy D shows a considerable increase in the
sum throughput and average MOS performance as compared
to strategy C. The significant performance difference between
the two strategies is mainly due to the fact that the scheduling
rule of strategy C is packet delay agnostic, i.e., it is unable
to determine the scheduling urgency of packets nearing the
maximum tolerable delay bound. However both Strategy C
and Strategy D suffer from high computation complexity. The
maximum number of satisfied users with strategy D, under the
considered load scenario, is 18 as shown in Figure 11.
Figure 10(a) also reports the average MOS performance
of the proxy based resource allocation scheme (Strategy E)
with M-LWDF scheduler at the eNodeB. Strategy E performs
the best in terms of perceived video quality as shown in the
figure. The proxy never overloads the scheduler by considering
the channel quality and the throughput requirements of each
flow. Therefore, the input arrival rate at the eNodeB is always
within the achievable rate region. When the input traffic goes
above the system capacity, the proxy drops the video layers
contributing lowest to the video quality for the flows having
poor channel quality. This causes the average waiting time
of the buffered packets below the delay bound, thus avoiding
the delay bound violation at the eNodeB which results in a
PLR of 0% as shown in Figure 10(c). This strategy requires
a detailed signaling mechanism between the scheduler and
proxy. Furthermore, the position of the proxy within the RAN
is also an open issue.
It is important to note that content-unaware strategies re-
quire admission control which block flows from entering the
system. The admission control of flows avoids HoL packet
delay blocking of base layer video packets and ensures that
packet delay bound of existing flows in the network is not
violated. This reduces the exploitation of the most impor-
tant phenomenon in wireless systems, i.e., multi-user channel
diversity. For instance, Figure 10(b) shows an increase in
the sum throughput performance of Strategy A and B, but
the system capacity in terms of satisfied users is decreased
as reported in Figure 11. On the other hand, content-aware
strategies do not require an admission control policy which
leads to the exploitation of multi-user channel and content
diversities. The increase in the system load leads to an increase
in the sum MOS performance as shown in Figure 10(a) which
enhances the system capacity in terms of the number of
satisfied users as shown in Figure 11.
1) Complexity analysis of the considered strategies: In this
section, we analyze the complexity of each of the considered
strategies in terms of the maximum number of required
iterations. Table IV summarizes the complexity and QoE
performance of all the considered strategies. For strategy A
and B, the scheduler computes I ·MPRB metrics per scheduling
epoch, where I is the number of flows and MPRB is the
number of PRBs. The scheduling function for Strategy B
requires the computation of HoL delay which comprises the
recording of packets’ arrival time at the eNodeB. However, this
does not affect the number of iterations required to compute
the scheduling rule. Therefore, the per-PRB scheduling rule
has a linear dependency on the number of PRBs and flows for
strategy A and B. Strategy C comprises a two step scheduling
policy, where the first step requires sorting of packets and
the second one consists of PRB assignment The step one of
strategy C requires n · I · log (n · I) iterations, where n is the
number of packets in the buffer of a flow. Furthermore, step
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two requires n · I ·MPRB iterations. Therefore, the total com-
plexity per scheduling epoch is O[n·I ·log (n · I)+n·I ·MPRB]
which is a considerable increase as compared to O(I ·MPRB)
for strategy A and B. The sorting of packets in strategy D is
based on each packet’s quality contribution as well as delay
requirements. Therefore, the strategy requires a computation
of a priority function which is based on quality and delay. This
step requires an additional I ·n iterations which increases the
complexity to O[n · I + n · I · log (n · I) + n · I ·MPRB].
The main goal of the proxy is to keep the input arrival traffic,
at the MAC layer of the eNodeB, within the achievable rate
region. The proxy based operation is performed at a uniform
time interval, i.e., 100 ms cycle. The proxy based strategy
has three important steps. The first step estimates whether the
input traffic is above the system capacity. This step computes
the system capacity, available downlink throughput, and the
system load, total enqueued packets, by considering the buffer
status and average channel conditions of all the users. The
maximum number of iterations required for this step is I .
The second step is computed only if the system load is above
the system capacity. This step comprises a resource allocation
strategy, which is based on greedy algorithm. The main
objective of the greedy algorithm is the maximization of the
utility function, i.e., sum MOS maximization. The algorithm is
initiated by assigning an equal amount of resources for every
user. At each subsequent iteration, a small amount of resources
is taken from the user contributing least to the utility function
and assigned to the user which maximizes the utility function.
The process is repeated until there is no further improvement
in the utility function. The worst case complexity of this step
is O(I2). The final step of the proxy based strategy is the
rate adaptation of each user. In this step, the radio resource
allocation decisions are utilized to compute the downlink
throughput of each user. The scalable video layers of each
user are dropped according to the assigned throughput. This
step requires I ·Nl iterations, where Nl is the total number of
scalable layers of each user.
In order to study the impact of computation complexity on
the QoE performance, we simulate strategy C, D and E with
fewer iterations. For instance, strategy C requires a complexity
of n·I ·log (n · I)+n·I ·MPRB iterations. We simulate strategy
C such that the sorting step requires only n·I ·log(n) iterations,
i.e., the sorting is done on each queue independently without
considering the quality contribution of the packets of other
flows. Furthermore, the number of iterations of the second
step is reduced to I · MPRB, i.e., the scheduling metric is
computed on each PRB by considering the quality contribution
of the sorted packets of each flow as reported in [133] [134].
Similarly the scheduling complexity of strategy D is reduced
to O[n · I +n · I · log (n)+ I ·MPRB]. In order to analyze the
performance of strategy E with fewer iterations, we simulate
the sum MOS maximization algorithm according to [135],
which results in only I+I
2
2 iterations. According to Table IV,
there is a considerable reduction in the QoE performance of
strategy C and D. The reduction in the number of iterations
significantly degrades the average QoE performance. However,
the reduction in the complexity of strategy E has marginal
impact on the average QoE performance as shown in Table
IV. Therefore, the concept of proxy based strategy, where
scheduling and resource allocation are performed separately
results in low complexity and better QoE performance. On
other hand, joint scheduling and resource allocation requires
very high complexity in terms of the number of iterations as
shown in Table IV.
TABLE IV: Complexity analysis of the considered stratgies.
Strategy Computation
complexity at the
scheduler
Other complexity Average
MOS
(24
users)
A O(I · MPRB) none 1
B O(I · MPRB) none 1
C O[n · I · log (n · I) +
n · I · MPRB]
content information at eN-
odeB
3.30
D O[n · I + n · I ·
log (n · I) + n · I ·
MPRB]
content information at eN-
odeB
3.53
E O(I · MPRB) Proxy required with com-
plexity O(I+I2+I ·Nl)
3.68
Reduced complexity
C O[n · I · log (I) + I ·
MPRB]
content information at eN-
odeB
3.10
D O[n·I+n·I·log (I)+
I · MPRB]
content information at eN-
odeB
3.25
E O(I · MPRB) Proxy required with com-
plexity [O( I+I
2
2
)+I ·Nl]
3.65
2) Impact of delay on QoE performance for strategy E: The
aforementioned analysis shows that the proxy based strategy
achieves the maximum number of satisfied users. Furthermore,
it maximizes the QoE with low scheduling complexity. It
is important to note that the proxy operates at a fixed time
interval of 100 ms, i.e., radio resource allocation of each user
is computed after a delay of 100 ms. The performance of
the proxy based strategy depends upon the changes in channel
conditions between the time proxy receives the channel quality
information and the time resource allocation decisions are
computed for each flow. As a result, the decisions taken by
the proxy may become obsolete because of the changes in
the channel quality of each UE. In order to study the impact
of delay on QoE, we simulate strategy E with four different
radio resource allocation cycles. The simulation scenario is the
same as reported in Section V-A with Typical Urban as the
channel model. The average MOS performance and the total
number of satisfied users, with resource allocation cycles of
10 ms, 100 ms, 1000 ms and 2000 ms, are shown in Figure
12. The four resource allocation cycles correspond to different
positions of proxy. For instance, the delay of 10 ms refers to
the position of proxy at the eNodeB, whereas delays of 100
ms and 1000 ms assume the position of proxy at the MME and
P-GW respectively. Delays higher than 1s assume the location
of proxy outside the LTE network.
According to the results, we observe that the impact of
delay is more predominant with the increase in the total
number of users. At lower system load, 8 and 12 users, the
difference in the QoE performance is negligible. Furthermore,
the difference in the average MOS performance for resource
allocation cycles of 10 ms and 100 ms, 8 to 24 users, is
minimal as shown in Figure 12(a). It is important to note that
strategy E has two important entities, the scheduler and the
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Fig. 12: QoE performance of strategy E with resource alloca-
tion cycles of 10 ms, 100 ms, 1000 ms and 2000 ms.
proxy. The proxy avoids congesting the scheduler by dropping
SVC layers of the UEs experiencing poor channel quality.
Therefore, at lower system load, the impact of delay on QoE
is negligible as the scheduler is not congested. The operation
of the proxy becomes critical when the system becomes
congested. According to Figure 12(a), there is a considerable
decrease in the average MOS performance for the higher
load scenarios with resource allocation cycles of 1000 ms
and 2000 ms. The urban environment, Typical Urban channel
model, has variations in the link quality due to the multi-
path fading, shadowing, and Doppler effects. The resource
allocation decisions by the proxy becomes outdated due to
the channel quality variations. According to Figure 12(b),
the resource allocation cycles of 1000 ms and 2000 ms can
accommodate only 16 and 15 satisfied users respectively. On
the other hand, resource allocation cycles of 10 ms and 100 ms
results in the same number of satisfied users. Therefore, QoE
maximization for the proxy based strategies can be achieved
by limiting the radio resource allocation cycle to 100 ms.
This corresponds to the position of the proxy either close
to the eNodeB, i.e., MME node, or within the eNodeB. In
such a scenario, the proxy and the scheduler can exchange
information with little delay, which results in better QoE
performance as shown in figure 12.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper introduces a comprehensive literature review
of the recent downlink scheduling approaches that mainly
tackle the issues involved in video optimization. We cate-
gorize the downlink scheduling approaches into two broad
classes: content-aware and content-unaware scheduling strate-
gies. These classes are further divided into subclasses as shown
in our proposed taxonomy. The subclasses are based on their
technical contributions to the scheduling strategies available in
the literature. For instance, QoS aware approaches are further
categorized based on the type of QoS parameters, e.g., delay,
packet loss rate, queue size, etc. The subclasses of content-
aware strategies differ on how QoE based video optimization is
performed in an LTE network. In the quality driven scheduling
approach, for instance, the MAC layer scheduler performs
objective video quality based optimization. On the other hand,
proxy driven approach utilizes a content-unaware scheduler at
the MAC layer, whereas content based radio resource alloca-
tion is performed at the proxy, which can either be located at
the RAN or LTE core network. Furthermore, we analyze and
compare different classes of scheduling in terms of QoS and
QoE evaluation metrics. According to the simulation results,
QoS-aware strategies maximize the system throughput but
perform poorly in terms of user perceived video quality. On
the other hand, the QoE-aware proxy based strategy maximizes
the system capacity in terms of the total number of satisfied
users and appears to be the most appealing strategy for an
LTE downlink.
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